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This image does not comply with our content guidelines. To continue publishing, please remove it or upload a different image. Generalender15E 31, 2018Ters falls love your version. Its characters do not reverse them. I prefer Pacifica and Gideon. Wonders, shouldn't it be the Pacific
Southeast? People have their own versions of inverting and in ther version I think everyone's name remains the same can I make this a vocal dub?? Thanks, I'll give Creds and Hannah in the third bay, tho. XD   I would have seen more people dressed as their clothes styles in hippies
XD the best XPNorthwest + reverse = SoutheastI was very confused. Who thought of this AU? Do you have an official Ters Falls comic book or something? Or people just started throwing out ideas, making designs and then decided to take them and make their own funny?thalle-my-
honeyJul 3, 2016XDD I'm glad to see this amazing deer expanding this AU! Cool!!!!! Edit Share Reverse Falls is an alternative version of Gravity Falls created by fans of the series and is the subject of fan art and videos, as well as many fan fiction. In this alternate universe, Pacifica
Southeast and Gideon Pines are considered heroes, while Dipper Gleeful and Mabel Gleeful are considered the main antagonists, will Cipher, slave to twins, and the reverse version of Gravity Falls' Bill Cipher. Many of the Reverse Falls characters are very different, sometimes opposite,
close to versions of their Gravity Falls counterparts. This applies to both the appearance and personalities of the characters. - Mouse House Brown 2020 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. I'm not drawing any of this information. Oops! This image
does not comply with our content guidelines. To continue publishing, please remove it or upload a different image. Oops! This image does not comply with our content guidelines. To continue publishing, please remove it or upload a different image. Oops! This image does not comply with
our content guidelines. To continue publishing, please remove it or upload a different image. Oops! This image does not comply with our content guidelines. To continue publishing, please remove it or upload a different image. Oops! This image does not comply with our content guidelines.
To continue publishing, please remove it or upload a different image. Where we left off by XXClara-MarchXxA Dipper X Pacifica fanfic captures this story He began madness in his life, traveling after returning to the ground, Gravity Falls. Dipper and Mabel Gr go back ... Return to Fallsby
Galahmyre (Dipcifica Fanfic) Five years after the Weirdmageddon events, Dipper, along with Mabel, returns to where their lives have changed permanently. Horse 17 years o... Dipcifica One-Shotsby notmejustsomeguy-Just basically what the title says- Dippers and Pacificas are different
moments on the timeline if they like each other's Pls favorite and want more of the :) Gravity Falls: Love Blindby LilObsesserMabel to find a girlfriend in her new target Dipper, and now Wendy's of the picture, things should be easy! However, a witch's spell goes AWOL, it's up to the Shrine...
Dipcifica One Shotsby DeadlyDoritos What happens if a bored Pacifica decides to sneak out of the house? Probably not much. But what if Dipper ran into him? We were just talking! This is a crazy how c... Pines by BenA common plot but with a twist. Pacifica is located after Northwest
Mansion Mystery with escaped (woooah how much original where do you come up with one?) but he... Trauma (UNDER REGULATION)LizzyDipper has always been smart by Pines. Always looking for adventure. What everyone becomes in times of crisis. But since then and hello ... This
label belongs to the Additional Tags Category. This tag is not widely marked and cannot be filtered (yet). What are you going to do when everything's ripped out from under you? Pacifica was quiet for a minute, her face was thoughtful. He thought he was going to keep quiet, but he put his
head to his shoulder and mumbled, find a friend. You'll find a friend to help you... Take the world back to where it belongs. Or where it's supposed to be. Language: English Words: 1,853 Episodes: 1/1 Kudos: 158 Book bookds: 7 Hits: 3354 Pacifica Northwest comes to Gravity Falls for a fun
summer with her cousin but for her the store finds something a little different. Fate had different plans. Even telepathic twins might not be able to name it. This is honestly my first fanfic in a while. Please be nice. It's very Dipcifica-based. It can change labels or alerts later depending on how I
feel and how you react. Language: English Words: 2,446 Episodes: 1/? Kudos: 65 Places: 4 Hits: 1548 Everything about Dipper's new apartment is perfect, ignoring his snooty neighbor. However, Dipper likes to make the most of everything, and the cold-blooded nature of his neighbor is no
exception. It's a challenge. If he can avoid embarrassing himself in front of her, maybe they can be friends. But if he knows Dipper, it's unlikely to be. Language: English Words: 63.166 Episode: 13/16 Kudos: 760 Places: 91 Hits: 14028 Like this ship ....... and I love writing ......... this is almost
that Language: English Words: 516 Part: 2/? Kudos: 41 Places: 1 Hits: 2066 Pacifica finally stood up to her parents and ALL Gravity Falls do not have haunted ghosts of their families allowing the party. But when all is said and done, what consequences will there be from his family for what
he has done? It's a dark story of Dipper learning that Pacifica's life as northwest wasn't as luxurious as he thought. Actually, it's a nightmare. As he learns more and grows closer to him, it's up to Dipper to protect pacifica from his family. Dipifica/Dipcifi language: English Words: 43,221
Episodes: 23,221 Episodes: 23/23 Kudos: 186 Place Stro: 12 Hits: 4421 If you really needed a Dipper Detox, Nothing would exist, because every damn thing reminds him... -- NOT ABANDONED - Language: English Words: 4,080 Episodes: 2/? Kudos: 53 Bookning: 2 Hits: 2493 Years later,
Dipper Pines decides to go back to Gravity Falls with his sister for one last summer before he goes to college. What a mistake. After interrupted a durings to re-create Bill Cipher, he finds that the demon is attached to him and that the demon's powers are trapped inside his body. When
demons come to tear him to pieces, Dipper has to rely on Bill to take over his body and fight monsters he can't defend himself with. But how can you trust what you fear most? Language: English Words: 56.991 Episode: 15/? Kudos: 311 PlaceS: 31 Hits: 5495 This is his nineteenth birthday,
and all pacifica wants is to have her dipper self. No small talk, no dancing, no champagne. It's just him. While a little persuasive, it's ready as the best birthday present of the night after stealing Dipper from the party once. So if they don't get caught... Note: This is set in the Reverse Falls
universe. Language: English Words: 6,782 Episodes: 1/1 Kudos: 131 Bookmarks: 12 Hits: 4538 Languages: English Words: 1,165 Chapters: 1/165 Episodes: 1/1 Kudos: 52 Bookmark: 2 Hits: 1461 Set a month after Pacifica's Sleepover events, Dipper and Mabel are planning another lonely
night with Pacifica, but first the twins need to talk about some of the still unsolved events. What will they discover and how will Pacifica react? (Includes Dipcifica, Mabifica and Pinecest in a LOT. Nsfw. You've been warned!) Language: English Words: 6,734 Episodes: 4/4 Kudos: 99 Places:
6 Hits: 3694 -Listen to me closely pine tree. Forget about them. You're like me now. We're part of a higher mission. Now we're going to go our own way, but one day we're going to meet again, and on that great day, we're going to show those narrow-minded skeptics that you were right all
over and that they need to treat you better. Don't you think so, my sapling? Language: English Words: 1,311 Part: 2/? Kudos: 203 Bookmarks: 18 Hits: 2515 Episode 19 Untitled Stories Language: English Words: 613 Episodes: 1/1 Kudos: 91 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 1978 a better way to
celebrate a reunion? Full of firsts, the night is clumsy and warm and between everywhere - all Dipper and Pacifica want to get lost in each other's inside the truck.***Dipper shoulders warm and bronze Over the years the sun has been wider and freckles of its own. He wanted to taste them,
and the rest of them. Map all the dots and marks on your skin. Language: English Words: 8,609 Episodes: 1/1 Kudos: 202 Bookmarks: 22 Hits: 6493 Part 9 Pinecest Trick-or-Treat 2017 Language: English Words: 882 Episode: 1/1 Kudos: 9 Hits: 1206 After Pacifica as a child duckling an
outside beauty as a child, An external perception was still said in perception that Dipper took the opportunity to tell him the true end of the classic story (Spoiler for Gravity Falls: Lost Legends) Language: English Words: 2,092 Episode: 1/1 Kudos: 159 Bookmark: 15 Hits: 1983 Dipper &amp;
Pacifica goes to the local library to hang out but leave as a couple. Drabble, when? Language: English Words: 790 Episodes: 1/1 Kudos: 86 Book bookd: 5 Hits: 1796 Trial of the century in this Gravity Falls courtroom! Someone ate Dipper's cookies! Despite claiming to be innocent, it's up to
the judge in court to decide Mabel's fate and find out who ate the cookies in the cookie jar! Along the way, some crazy things happen! Language: English Words: 5,658 Episodes: 4/4 Kudos: 20 Places: 1 Hits: 323 Mason Dipper Pines, now twenty-four, lives alone in an apartment complex in
Piedmont, California. I'm trying to forget the disturbing strangeness that's been disappearing from town since Weirdmageddon. He's not as melancholy as he is, but he wants to admit that somehow an old friend from his childhood, Pacifica Northwest, takes him. As he begins to re-establish
contact with her, Dipper also begins to struggle between move on and hold on to the past. Pacifica Northwest, the alienated daughter of billionaire Preston Northwest, lives in a cute but beautiful house in Los Angeles, California. She has a well-paid job as a model for something up to
makeup clothing jewelry. Pacifica, who makes her own living, has not spoken to her parents since her teenage years. This, however, changes one night when she receives a call from her father about an arranged marriage. Pacifica, who feels guilty for cutting off her family for eight years,
accepts the deal. However, as time passes and that long forgotten friendship reignits, Pacifica gradually begins to realize the mistake she made in doing so. Language: English Words: 1,233 Episodes: 2/? Kudos: 20 Bookmarks: 6 Hits: 464 Pacifica and Dipper play Truth or Dare via Skype
at 2:00 a.m. Language: English Words: 2,509 Episodes: 1/1 Kudos: 72 Place Inns: 5 Hits: 981 We live. Die. We're weak and grumpy. There's nothing but flesh and bones. But when death knocks on the door and we say goodbye, our legacy is stone-pressed... Weirdmaggedon ended
Gravity Falls, and when they return, Dipper and Mabel think it's as weird as it was when they broke up. But there was something under that lazy town. They don't know it yet, but it's going to lead to them. Where it all began - a gazel to Omega. This series depicts life after Weirdmageddon for
Mabel and Dipper. Some chaos, some mayhem and pain, and even some romance (*cough *Pacifica*cough *) so stay tuned! Language: English Words: 19.683 Episode: 7/? Kudos: 41 Bookmarks: 9 Hits: 1009 1009
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